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1.
Editors note.
It doesn’t have to look one way or another, self-care
doesn’t have a single universal face that we all look at
when we need to remind ourselves that we have been
less than kind to ourselves, it looks however you choose
for it to look, it can be saying hello or saying goodbye,
it can be working out or not, it can be all these things or
none of them. That’s because no one person or group of
people can tell you how to take care of yourself, that’s
something that only you can know.
Jays bubble in this issue takes a look at self-love in a way
that hopefully forces you, our readers to take a critical
look inward at your respective lives and whether or not
you’ve been kind to yourself and living up to your many
respective resolutions and living the best versions of your
best lives. Read, internalize and most importantly implement the changes you feel you deserve.
Jays bubble gives our version of self-love and hope that
by reading our articles you will be inspired to give yourself self-care however that looks. We have an array of
different articles, interviews, and even simple recipes all
for your reading pleasure this mid-season.

Ethel Valerie

The Round up

2.

“The

curves, the stretches, the
folds, the cellulite. They come
as a package. If you can love
me from the flattering angle,
baby you can love me from
angles that make me look like
a croissant.”

King Savy’s article on her
Phat-Bulous journey.

“I isolated myself from everyone. I went back home

in Muranga. I wanted a break and that’s what I
would advise for anyone who is in this space. Give
yourself time to recover. Be Kind to yourself. I took
time off social media and I unfollowed him. I created
a safe space. Then I focused on ME.”

The Jays Bubble Cover-girl AnnRita Kiriamiti on how she began
her self- love journey.

“Yes,

everyone has a right to do
what they want but where do we
draw the line? Do we think it’s more
important to mind our own business
when we are raising a generation of
broken girls who are seeking validation in all the wrong places?’’
Brenda Mumbi’s piece on girls sticking together.
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keep calm
&read
Jays Bubble
Photo:Courtesy

4.

Stuck in a MisZari?
By Joanne Waeni
Zari Hassan was definitely on that
New Year who dis vibe when she
dumped her husband Diamond,
scratch that ex-husband Diamond
earlier this year. This was not shocking at all, after all every girl has
her limit right? No sooner was she
single than men started declaring
their love for her. Even Ringtone. Irk!
Well, ladies and gentlemen, this
babe is getting married to someone
else, someone she has taken quite
some time to share with the public. A
wise move on her end if I may add.
As suspected this wedding will be
quite the event where only her family and close friends will be invited.
Though relationships can sometimes
be a little messy, who said we cannot learn from them, so being that
Diamond and Zari were public,
let us take their time together and
apart as a cheat sheet for ourselves.
Here are five lessons that
we
can
learn
from
Zari.

1.

There can only
be 1 father
Abraham.

There can only be one father Abraham. The one from the Bible. If your
man is out here having babies with
every willing participant clearly, he
does not respect you. You need your
peace of mind so walk away and
let him procreate in peace. You do
not need that energy around you.
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2.

Step!

3.

Whoosa.

If you are in an emotionally abusive relationship like Zari was, you
Take time before you get into anneed to step. It does not matter if
other relationship. There is nothing
he has money, fame, whatever…
wrong with being single. It might be
love yourself enough to walk away.
the most illuminating experience that
you might have. She turned down
Ringtone and company; she says
she wants to be by herself since
she lost herself in her last relationship. And viola she is now in what
seems to be a healthy relationship.
Do you.

4.

5.

When you are single, work on
Love you boo!
you. Finally start on that business
you have been postponing, blog,
find constructive ways of using
Know your worth. If he/she is not
your time. Zari took time to fochallenging you to be a better
cus on her children and business.
person in life and instead embarrassing you…step out boo!

5.

Phat -Bulous!

By King Savy

I

t was not easy. The tears, the
wishing I was someone else, the days
I spent looking in the mirror and being
utterly disgusted in what I saw. Growing up, this was my reality. I was that fat
kid that other kids in the estate would
laugh at. I would spend hours indoors
for fear that if I go outside, I would be
made into a laughing stock. Which is
true because they would laugh at me.
I particularly remember once when
in class five or six, it had rained and
where we lived was rather swampy.
So, they had made a makeshift type
of bridge to make people navigate
from one place to another. When my
time to pass came, one kid said “we
kanono si ukipita utavunja” and everyone burst out laughing. Except me

“The curves, the stretches, the folds, the cellulite. They come as
a package. If you can
love me from the flattering angle, baby you
can love me from angles
that make me look like
a croissant.”

This isn’t to make you feel pity for me. No. I am
waaay past that. This is just to show the journey of
where I am from and where I am right now. I look
back and I can’t believe that I am as comfortable
as I am in my body. I cannot believe that once I
wouldn’t look in the mirror and that now looking in the mirror is probably one of my past times.
At this point I am really tempted to start a motivational talk and dash out those famous quotes
on Instagram but I won’t. So carry on. . I cannot believe that I am that girl that once told her
friends back in class five that it was not my body
and that one day I would remove that mask and
I would be as skinny as ever and everyone would
want to be my friend then. How stupid was I?

I can’t believe that I am the girl who
used to crack jokes about other people just to hide the fact that I wasn’t
comfortable with myself. I never used
to believe guys who used to say
they liked me because I would only
see myself as a friend to them or
a “sis” and nothing more. But either
way, I would fall for all the guys who
would give me attention. Because
the idea of a guy picking me out of
the stick figures around me used to
thrill and at the same time confuse
me so much that when I fell, I fell
hard! Imagine how many heartbreaks
I got in the name of puppy love!
While it’s true, I am not even near
perfect. And I wouldn’t want to be
one. If you know me well, you probably know that I always want to be
the black sheep. the reject. The girl
who people don’t put expectations
on. Because then I am able to be
myself and work under no pressure.
Sounds weird but works for me.

Two years ago, I wouldn’t be the person I am now. I was struggling with my
weight, low self-esteem, among other things. But I have grown up through
my experiences and this issue I share
them with you and I am able to say
that I do love my body. The curves,
the stretches, the folds, the cellulite.
They come as a package. If you can
love me from the flattering angle,
baby you can love me from angles
that make me look like a croissant.
I have come to realize that if I am
going to be a size 14 then I am
going to make it look damn sexy.
And I hope you realize that too.
I hope you realize in this journey of
self-love that you are a dime. And
that unfortunately some people
prefer food stamps and that is perfectly okay. As an unknown person
said “kid, you’ve got to love yourself.

6.

You’ve got to wake up in the morning,
brew coffee and stare at the birds.
You’ve got to sit next to the man at
the train station who’s reading your
favorite book and start a conversation. You’ve got to throw caution to
the wind and care less about what
others think of you and care more
about what you think about yourself.
You’ve got to stop taking things so
damn personally. You’ve got to make
yourself stop getting upset over things
that won’t matter to you two years
from now. Sleep in on Saturday mornings and wake up early on Sunday.
You’ve got to stop overthinking about
why he stopped caring about you
over six months ago and realize that
is his personal problem and not yours.
You were a good woman. Love yourself kid, you’ve got to love yourself.”

Check out our new site

Jaysbubble.com
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Questions with

Mola

By Joanne Waeni

Alan

1.What is it about photography that
sets your soul on fire?The freedom to create and influence one’s perception to some extent.

2.What is a typical day like for
you? Wake up, edit edit edit & hitting social media
to post my work or look for jobs.

3.You have one minute with your

childhood sweetheart, what do you
say or do?I’d thank her for the memories.

4.Which photographers influenced
you, and how did they influence
your thinking?

5. How did you get from being an

aspiring photographer to actually
doing it full time, for a living?I just told
myself that “kama mbaya mbaya, Jesus take the wheel!”
The rest was history.

I’d have to be honest and say that locally it was the guys that
gave me their sweet time to ask as many questions as possibleMwaniki Will was one of them -one of the best wedding photographers we have from Kenya, then there is Leica Oloo who
had the time to even come shoot with me on some of my small
gigs back then as I had no equipment & the photographer who
took me on under his wings was Riccardo Gangale; he taught
me that anything is possible.

6.Paint a picture of

where you would
Among the many want to be 5

projects that
years from now?
Alan Mola has 5 years from now, I see
photography & media
done, we couldnt my
club project (my current pet
help but notice project for private schools
in Kenya) growing to include
his good work
schools within East Africa. I
on Tusker Pro- also see myself having directed
if not one TV show just to deal
ject Fame & Coke 2with
that part of my ambition once
and for all.
Studio Africa.

7.

7.How do you educate

yourself to take better

?Iacknowledge whatever

photos

work I see from other photographers
online & interact with them too.

8.What do you love
most about dating?

I think 20 year old me would have
said getting to hang around that
‘pretty young ting’ but the older 20s
me will now say that dating should
be a ground for open mindedness &
understanding your partner.

9.If you could choose

only person to be your
neighbour, who’s your
pick and why?(Think
globally)Globally ,my neigh-

13.Did you have a funny ambition when you
were a kid?

Does wanting to be an astronaut
count as a funny ambition?

14.What is the best
compliment that you
ever received from a

?She had a dream that I was

girl

going to be a success & that she
wants to be there with me for the
journey.

What do you
think about open rela-

15.

?Open relationships

tionships

are probably for guys that are not
yet ready to settle.

bour would be Will Smith- I’d most
definitely steal any chance to collaborate with him & his sphere of
influence.

Have you done any
weird jobs to make mon-

16.
?

ey

I doubt it, unless you consider
the one time I used to make grilled
ham & cheese sandwiches and hawk
them around my neighbourhood- that
was good money.

17.What does a proper
starter pack for a pho-

?Pho-

tographer look like

tographer starter pack includes an
easy looking outfit no matter the
occasion, a good phone (for the
camera), an actual camera and
some charisma.

10.If you are ma-

rooned on a deserted
island, which African
celebrity would you like
to be with?I’ve worked with

Alan Mola’s
work

quite a number of celebs from Africa
so I have no pick sadly LOL!

What experience
has changed your out-

11.

look towards life

?

The experience that comes with doubtful faith
only for God to show you on the last
minute that you were worried for
nothing.

12.

What do you think is the

e?The purpose of life for me nor-

purpose of lif

mally feels like helping a needy soul when possible.

8.

9.

18.What is your
greatest ambition?The day

?I finally get to work with brands
such as Formula1, Virgin Galactic,
Facebook, Olympics- my ambition is
just priceless.

19.What is more important for you in life

?

money or love

At the moment
both in equal measure.

20.What would you

tell an aspiring pho-

?Start shooting & look

tographer

forward to some critics views but
do not depend on the views, they
just shape your mind-set - your drive
builds the mind-set.

Jays Bubble is....
Unique
Intelligent
Ambitious
God-fearing

Beautiful

Fabulous
Brave

Classy

21.If you are given a

chance to change something about yourself,

Compassionate

?

what would it be

My singing voice- I can't sing to save
myself from anything Haha.
Follow Alan Mola on Ig
- @Alanmola

JAYS BUBBLE
Classy & Fabulous

AnnRita Kiriamiti is not a new
face in the Entertainment Industry. In the past when she is
asked to do an interview, the
premise is always her father,
John Kiriamiti. I mean everyone
wants to know more about this
man who was once a bank
robber. But there is a lot more
to Annrita. In an exclusive interview with Joanne Waeni,
she does not shy at the opportunity to share her story on how
she got out from under a toxic
relationship and into a loving
relationship with herself. In fact
it is admirable how despite the
tears shed during this interview,
what needed to be said was said.

Headwrap - @lulucreations _
Earrings by @ginene _ by _ diro
Beaded piece - Zanta _ adeyde _

ANNRITA
KIRIAMITI
After hugs and a little chit chat…

Joanne: When you think of yourself as a little

girl, what is the first memory that comes to mind?

AnnRita: That would definitely be dancing in the house with my
dad. My dad and I are really free, so he would put on some Daudi
kabaka or Dolly Parton and we would dance away. Thinking about
it, that was a much simpler time.

Joanne: That’s an interesting choice of words,Simpler time, what were the harder times like?

Annrita: (Laughing) Adulthood is difficult (While still laughing).
When you’re a child, the world could be going up in chaos (Imitates
explosion with hand gestures) but you are oblivious. You main concern is what will I eat tonight? Where’s mom and dad and are they
bringing me candy?

Joanne: What have been your adulthood challenges?

AnnRita: (Smiles then leans back on her chair) Career, dating…
Your never prepared to be an adult. As a young person I would
think that by the time I got to my 20’s life would be all about Fun,
Partying, get a job, live on my own, defiantly no homework. .ooh
and have a car of my own. You’re a bit naïve. Then you step into it
adulthood and you realise, you have to be responsible.

Brass Earrings by Zanta _ adeyde _
Brass Cuff by @ginene _ by _ diro
Top & Fabric by @lulucreations _

Joanne: What decision have you made that you
feel has shaped you?

AnnRita: I had a job in Event Management Company. I
made the decision to quit. Along with the financial stability

12.

that it had given me .I decided to pursue my dreams. It was
difficult, I loved it along with the money but looking back now,
I have managed to make something out of myself. That was a
major adulthood moment.
Joanne: So, you leave a good job and follow your
passion: acting, how did the industry treat you?
Annrita: (Exhales loudly)

Joanne: Most of the Jays Bubble readers, are young, many
are fascinated with the glitz and glamour of the Entertainment
industry, give them a cheat sheet of what to expect?
AnnRita: Its. It’s (Stammers) difficult. Do not come in thinking
you’ll get in after your first audition. When I booked the Safaricom advert, I had done over 30 auditions. I was told No
to my face and it’s painful. It is like your facing rejection every
time someone says no. Some say “Yes, good job” (mimicking)
and you don’t get that call back. Be realistic. Know that it is
not easy and be prepared to fight for your dream.
Joanne: You mentioned rejection, what is your
story, that moment that has crushed you?
Ann Rita: (Whooosa) Joanne, I feel like Ill cry

She tries to laugh but it is too late, the tears have started.
So I take out some hand tissues and she wipes off her tears.
What is impressive is that she is still willing to talk.
Annrita: Rejection hurts a lot. (Speaking in a shaky voice).
After a few short films, I was called in to audition for a role
that I really … like really wanted. I got there so early and I
made it through the first round. I was so excited and eagerly
awaiting the second phase of the audition. When we finally
went in for the second phase (Takes a deep breath and exhales) this girl who came much later than I did walks in before
me and the audition crew walks out and says they are done
auditioning. I just picked my bag and walked out. I did not
even get a chance to audition. After I had made it past the
gate I just broke down and cried. I felt like it was unfair (Wipes
tears).

Palazzo pants & top by
@lulucreations _
Earrings by @ginene _ by _ diro &
Brass Chocker by Zanta _ adeyde _
Make up by @Missmasongole
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Dress & headwrap by
@lulucreations _
Jewellery by @ginene _ by _ diro
Make up by @Missmasongole

Joanne: How did you move from feeling re-

jected to purposely waking up and going for
another audition?

AnnRita: I came to the realisation that not everything has
to happen on my terms. A no, does not mean that it is over.
There are times that I had been rejected and that has lead
me to getting a better deal. In fact, one time I auditioned for
an advert and I was not picked then another company saw
my performance and I got it.
Joanne: Let us talk about Rita when she

was in a toxic relationship. How was it?

AnnRita: (Wipes tears) Yes, I have been in a toxic relationship. I dated an alcoholic and its not easy. I don’t like that I
enabled it for some time. I would buy him alcohol when he
asked and he would give me the attention that I needed.
There are times when I would call and he would tell me to
go see him. On arrival he has blacked out. So as a good
girlfriend, I would stay and take care of him and when he
would come around, he would start asking me why I am
there. Why I did not call. It was not the best experience, but
in my mind, I kept saying that I love him and I kept making
excuses. When he would realise that he is on the wrong, he
would somehow get me to forgive him. This was the trend.
Joanne: How did you get out and is it easy?
AnnRita: It is not easy, I have to say that we were both
toxic for each other, I enabled him and so did he. He would
give me the attention that I needed. After some time though
I realised that I am not happy. I might be having a good
day and then I get a phone call from him and it just spoils
my mood. Sometimes, I had to leave my house at odd times
in the day to go and check up on someone because they
were in a bar fight then afterwards rush to work. It realised
that this one person was wreaking so much havoc in my life.
I made a conscious decision to CHOOSE ME. That’s when
I left

Joanne: Did you backslide, you know that

breaking up and getting back together?
AnnRita: Yes, yes those were there.

Joanne: what finally caused you to Stop

and move?

AnnRita: I realised that I have to be comfortable with
myself, If I do not feel like I am fun to hang around by myself what makes me think that I am fun around someone
else? This toxic relationship affects everything, my family
life, career, my personal life. …I had to do me. Love myself.
(Wiping tears)
Joanne: Alright so now you’re out, you have
all these emotions, how did you deal with
things like Social media, seeing his posts on
Instagram or tweets? How do you get to a
place where you acknowledge that he exists
maybe even moved on but it is okay because it
doesn’t bother you?
AnnRita: I isolated myself from everyone. I went back
home in Muranga. I wanted a break and that’s what
I would advise for anyone who is in this space. Give
yourself time to recover. Be Kind to yourself. I took time off
social media and I unfollowed him. I created a safe space.
Then I focused on me. When you still hold on to social
media chances are you will over share. Watch movies,
read a book, write...Also, do cry. It is allowed. Cry and let
it out but don’t dwell in the past. After a while, it will be all
good, Time has a way of healing all wounds.

Joanne: So are you single now?
AnnRita: Laughs, Yes I am single.
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Palazzo pants & croptop by
@lulucreations _
Earrings & Brass Cuff by
@ginene _ by _ diro &
Ring by @Zanta _ adeyde _
Make up by @Missmasongole

Joanne: What
do you love most
about being single?
AnnRita: It has
forced me to deal with
me and I love how
it builds character. I
mean there are times
when I miss having
someone but I intentionally want to be by
myself and date myself. When I’m ready,
I’ll meet someone.
Someone I can help
grow and vice versa.
I’m all about bettering myself. My mom
says, the world will
never run out of men.
(Laughs). I would rather be single than in a
wrong relationship.

Joanne: Friendships can
also be toxic, what are
some of the red flags to
look out for?
AnnRita: If all you do is
talk about other people, or
your whole vibe is just negativity that’s a major red flag.
Ladies we are in 2019, let’s
work on building each other.

Joanne: What are you
doing about empowering
other girls and pushing this agenda of let’s
genuinely love each
other?
AnnRita: My Twitter gets
quite some interaction and
so I use this to intentionally
push positive messages.
Joanne: Finally, parting
shot?
AnnRita: This interview
has been emotional, haha,
almost like a therapy session
but I love it (Pauses).Make
good relationships with the
people around you they
might be the ones to help
you on your journey.

REASONS TO
BOUNCE.
By Ethel Valerie

"I

just wasn't feeling it”, a response to the question what happened to (insert name here) I thought
you two were tight? That answer you
have when even you aren't entirely sure that you know why this particular person just isn't working any
more. If you're a girl then you know
exactly what I’m talking about, your
girlfriends ask you "why did you
guys stop talking?" and you can't
quite put your finger on what was
wrong with said person , this isn't to
say it doesn't happen to men, because it does happen to them too.
Emotional abuse can leave you feeling like you don't know what exactly
happened to lead to your separation,
and even though the above mentioned symptom can apply to a wide
spectrum of reasons , emotional abuse
leaves you with a similar feeling. There
are signs that you are in an emotionally abusive relationship and though
they are many am going to list a few
of them in my nonprofessional opinion.

4
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1.

You feel like something isn't quite right and though I had mentioned it before am going to mention it again as the first sign.
The person might at face value seem like the ultimate catch,
they probably spoil you and do all this wonderful things for
you but for a reason you can't quite shake you still feel like
leaving this person and not because there is someone else
but just because you feel like something isn’t okay, I always
assume that we have an inbuilt awareness of knowing if something isn't as it should be and when you start to feel this, you're
not crazy it's your entire being telling you it's time.

2.

If after number one has happened and you decide to
tell said person how you're feeling one of these two
things might happen a. They might say how they don't
know what you mean and downplay what you're saying
or b. They might agree with you and say they've noticed
it too and after a long conversation they will assign
blame to you and make you feel like it's your fault and
so you'll apologize profusely feeling like you're ungrateful
for all they do for you and you quickly try to make it up
to them.

3.

Jokes and comments at your expense
This person may have a kind of charisma to them that's just
alluring and they might be funny too and probably one of the
reasons you liked them was their sense of humor, but somewhere along the way they turned those things you initially
liked about them into things that you loathe about them
because, they start to poke fun at you in very damaging ways
and if you get mad they make fun of you for being mad and
call you emotional and even tell you that you're overreacting
so you tell yourself that you were being silly and you don't do
anything about it.

Unconstructive criticism
Criticism is at the time it's made meant to help you improve yourself. In this case
instead of trying to tell you what you're doing wrong so that you can improve this
person says it like they are deliberately trying to hurt you with the truth, you might
not be perfect but that doesn't mean that you deserve to be made to feel like you “WHEN A PERSON
are a flawed person period!!!!!
TELLS YOU THAT
These things I’ve pointed out are just but a few of many other things that might leave
you with that feeling like you don't know what exactly led to your relationship ending YOU HURT THEM,
but you have that nagging feeling like you need to bounce and you would be right YOU DON'T GET TO
to feel this way because everything in this hypothetical scenarios that I’ve pointed DECIDE YOU DIDNT
at are things that someone does in order to discredit you all while downplaying their
“
effects so much so that you aren't exactly sure you were being abused emotionally.
_LOUIS C.K
If any of this things resonate with you then i suggest that you bounce, for your own
peace of mind.
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Be thy sister’s
keeper
By Brenda Mumbi

The men who do these things are
not trash but demons from within Satan’s circle of minions sent to
do the worst to God’s gracious
creatures. We can complain about
them until the end of our days.

The most disrespected woman
in America, is the black woman.
The most un-protected person in
America is the black woman. The
most neglected person in America, is the black woman- Malcolm X

Let me repeat this slowly. Here is a
book about a girl who was raped
and ended up selling her body to
men for money and other pleasures
in life. But then you choose to be angry at the author for telling young
girls to do better by themselves.
Who is going to speak up for girls
growing up in abusive households?
? Who is going to tell girls to say
no to men who offer them money in exchange for their bodies?
Girls, ladies, women. Please, let us
stand for one another. Let a girl correct another girl with love and stop
getting offended because that is some
good advice in my opinion. Let us stand
together when our brothers will not
stand for us against harassment. Let
us sharpen our pitchforks and strike
when our girls are being abused and
taken advantage of by men. The Bible says be your brother’s keeper,
but where are our sister’s keepers?

This statement rings true even beyond
the border of America. In Africa, black
women are still yet to realize freedom
and respect and equality. Unfortunately, most African women suffer this fate
at the hands of our own black sisters.
A few weeks ago, I stumbled upon a
book called ‘Bare’ by Jackie Phamotse which is a story about a girl who
was inducted into the sugar daddy
lifestyle. She grew up in an abusive
household and she was raped at
a young age. This sounds like the
typical storyline. If that’s where you
think I’m going with this I am not. I
had the chance to give my friends a
summary of the author and the storyline and their response shocked
me. Most of them were angry I obviously cannot leave out the
that the author would warn young part that men play in all this.
girls against living such a lifestyle. Many women like to say men
are trash. I agree that men have
very
questionable
behaviours.

But that should not take away from
our duty to protect one another as
sisters. If we keep on telling each other that I am better and there is nothing good about you, then everyone
else is going to continue doing it to us.
Let us start with protecting ourselves
and stop looking down on one another. Also, I repeat, do not judge
your sisters so harshly that you forget
the reason they do these things is because no one is there to protect them
or tell them to make better decisions.
Yes, everyone has a right to do what
they want but where do we draw
the line? Do we think it’s more important to mind our own business
when we are raising a generation
of broken girls who are seeking
validation in all the wrong places?
This is the sad reality for many young
African women because we are facing challenges and obstacles from
all directions. I think that we are so
tired of pointing fingers at other
people that we’ve started pointing
our fingers at one another. It’s your
fault when someone does something
wrong to you. And now who can
we turn to for refuge? If everyone
is against us who is left to stand for
us? And please don’t tell me feminists. Unless you mean the ones who
empower women and make a difference not the keyboard warriors

I really do not know what’s with African women sometimes. Like on one
hand we’re the super conservative
women our mothers raised us to be.
You know, the ones who wear long
skirts and close our legs. Then on the
other hand we are also the liberal feminists who blog about sexual exploits
and tell men off for looking down on
us. But then one group always looks
down on the other and in the end we
almost never reach a middle ground.
You are damned for being a church
girl, damned for being a party girl
and you will die of guilt if you are a
little bit of both. At the end of the day
one person thinks they’re better than
the other so nobody wants to listen
to what the other one wants to say.

“

Do we think
it’s more important to mind
our own business when we
are raising a
generation
of
broken
girls
who are seeking validation
in all the wrong
places?
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‘SHOULDERLY WAYS’

A s
By Tsubaki.
if the dating pool
isn’t already shallow as is,
what makes it even harder is taking
into account the fact that you have HIV
which obviously decimates this entire shallow
pool and leaves you with barely a puddle ,at
best(if you re HIV-) you’re lucky if you find you a decent
man/woman in these “millennial” times, initially the world
was a simpler place with simpler rules and simpler minded
people, then the millennium came and brought with it countless
entitled, pretentious people who will sleep with you then run off,
at least the 90’s guys(from what i heard) had the decency to lie to
you before they lie with you. This generation doesn’t even bother with
the lying they just out rightly ask you to sleep with them like they were
asking about the weather.
I was about to say how this wasn’t a rant but i couldn’t be bothered anymore because it is. I have noticed a rise in HIV+ millennial f*ckboys (apologies
for the language) these people prey on women of a similar status at support
groups and clinics and cozy up to the newbies (newly discovered positive)
wounded girls and boys and try to offer their entire bodies as shoulders to cry
on then they ditch you and it’s on to the next one..
I was at one time hit on by one of these and when i said i wasn’t interested on
the account that i was already in a discordant relationship (a relationship where
one partner is HIV+ and the other is HIV -) i was told how those don’t last and i will
be left and will have no choice but to settle for someone “more like me” this sickens
me just writing about it, what’s worse is someone is out there putting up with this BS
because they believe in this nonsense
.
This doesn’t only happen to women though, men do go through this as well and i
just want to call out those culprits masquerading as shoulders to cry on, you know,
those guys who are ever on the prowl after support groups and clinic days constantly making us feel like we can’t do better than their sketchy selves, “your days
are numbered” because now I’ve written about it and it’s only a matter of time
before people find you and tell you off and also strip you off of your shoulderly
ways.
And as for the people who have gone through this and feel ashamed , i just
want to say that your dignity was never anyone’s to give you back and there
is no shame in what happened to you, so pick yourself up and soldier on , the
fight against stigma isn’t going to fight itself.
Lastly i would like to stress on what I’ve just said and repeat that your
dignity and self-worth is and will always be yours to keep and no illness
strips that away from you so don’t settle for these type of people, also
don’t settle full stop! Don’t let your need for companionship turn you
into easy prey for these comfort posers because although the HIV+
dating puddle is as shallow as you can have it you are still a human being worth loving and having and if not for any other
reason, someone will want to be with you for your stellar
personality and if someone tells you otherwise keep in
mind that you owe no one your dignity.

A self- Love treat!

By Brenda Mumbi

We are taking our chocolate recipes
TIP:
up a notch this year. Gone are the typical desserts incorporating chocolate,
If you’re serving it as a main dish
instead we will try out simple and diand not a dessert, DO NOT garnish
verse methods of cooking chocolate
it with powdered sugar but instead
and satisfying our chocolate cravings.
garnish it with mozzarella cheese.

Chocolate spaghetti
Ingredients:
400 grams of Spaghetti
¼ a cup of powdered sugar
150 grams of cream cheese
¼ a cup of heavy cream
1 cup of dark chocolate chips
A pinch of salt to balance the sweetness
Optional: 100 grams of Mozzarella
cheese

If served as a dessert, you can also
drizzle melted peanut butter over
the spaghetti and serve.
If you are serving it as a main dish,
serve it with any cream-based pasta
sauce or a creamy mushroom sauce

Never
understimate
the power of
chocolate.

Method
In a non-stick pan, heat butter and
cream cheese on medium to low heat.
Slowly whisk in the dark chocolate
chips into the pan and add a pinch
of salt.
Boil the spaghetti in a separate pan
and make sure it is cooked al dente.
(soft on the outside but still a little firm
on the inside).
Drain the spaghetti and add it into
the simmering chocolate mixture. Stir it
until it is well coated and leave it to
simmer for five minutes.
Remove it from the pan and garnish
with powdered sugar.
Photo:Courtesy
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Girlie O.
I want to meet his parents.
Hey Girlie O,
My name is Emma. So … I have been
dating this guy for 1 year 2 months
and 11 days but who’s counting
right? I am generally happy in my relationship. I would be happier though
if my boyfriend introduced me to his
parents. I feel like I am unsure about
how far he wants this relationship to
go. Every time I bring up the topic he
changes the topic. I have already introduced him to my family. Why won’t
he introduce me? Is this a red flag?
Please Advice.

Hey Emma girl!
Haha, girl please, nobody is judging you! Sounds like you are in love.
Keep in mind though that we react
differently to relationships. Some
people meet their partner and
immediately want to involve them in
their lives, you introduce them to the
family, friends, Facebook, twitter you
name it. For others it takes time, and
maybe he’s one of those people
that need time. He probably wants
to know you better before they can
take this step. Let us look at the time
you two have been together though,
1 year is no joke. Do you feel that
as a couple you two have grown?
Has the growth been emotional
growth? Financial growth? Or even
economic growth? All which may be
valuable steps for some men, look at
it this way.

Sometimes men want to introduce
a girl that has goals, is mature and
one that can turn ksh 1000 to ksh
2000, “smart babe moves” so to
speak. Are you this girl? This of
course does not mean that this has
to be one sided. He has to show
growth as well and do all that good
stuff I just mentioned and sure you
introduced him early, that’s fine, you
felt like he met your check list. It all
boils down to one major thing on
your part what does your gut say?
Do you think he is just being sketchy?
Because as girls we know when
things are not right somewhere. Find
out why he evades this topic. Have
that long awaited conversation. It
could be completely unrelated to all
this things and maybe the situation
at home is not as accommodating.
Think on it….Girlie O wishes you all
the best.

Off the shelves

One thing that stood out most out of this book was how generous this woman is.
Her ambition is admirable. Her love for God and how she brings out her faith in
him was a challenge to me. Honestly if I was to go through quarter of what she
has gone through, I do not think would have made it through.
It preaches of the value of determination and desire as well. With regard to the
writing style, I found it a bit mixed up, it seems to be in a good chronological
order, but then at some points it goes back and forth, especially at the first half
of the book and I found it a bit of a challenge to follow the story line clearly.
But as the book goes deeper, some sort of rhythm is adapted. All through, it is
a good book.

By King Savy

VERDICT: I would recommend this book to anyone who likes motivational books
authored by African people. It is a book to make one think critically and to
make moves.
TAKEAWAY: Some of the quotes from the book that I intend to keep in mind are:
1.
We can never be eagles as long as we keep dwelling among chickens.
The higher we ascend the more competitive it becomes. But, it also becomes
less crowded and the air gets fresher.
2.
Friendships are critical and like a car, they need to be serviced regularly. Friends add value to life.
3.
Most of our tutors aren’t the ones assigned to teach us. If your attitude
is right, you will learn a lot from the people around you.
4.
Finally, Rich people golf during the week.
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Special thanks to the team.
A big shout out to the entire Jays Bubble team. A
warm welcome to our new
members.

Nikita Dass
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Sub chief Editor

Working on my first edition on this issue of jays Bubble has
been nothing short of an incredible experience.
For me, this issue is very close to my heart for various reasons. Not only because it has been my little “baby” for quite
some time, but also because I can closely relate to the
theme of this issue.
Self- love is hard to put in to words because there is no
right formula for doing it. Having experienced bullying in
school, I had to learn how to love myself with no direction
to go to except bearing in mind my happiness.
Like Oscar Wilde said, “loving one’s self is a life long journey”.
At Jays Bubble Magazine, we hope to inspire our readers
to make change and of course remain classy and fabulous,
always!

Lina Comley
Fashion Consultant

With every garment I create, I aim to
present cutting edge style and give a
memorable experience to the wearers of
Lulu Creations. Working with Jays Bubble
has been nothing short of an amazing
experience. The chance to work on Cover girl AnnRita Kiriamiti’s pieces (Check
out @LuluCreations_ on Instagram for more
of these looks) was hectic but overly
rewarding. I get a great chance to grow
among like-minded individuals geared at
empowering our generation.

